There are Two Elements to a Comprehensive Mass Notification Program
• The first is IP Mass Notification Paging for real-time emergencies.
• The other is a comprehensive, electronic mass notification system that empowers officials to efficiently alert all.

Valcom IP Call Boxes can Page & Communicate Emergencies
• Install call box intercoms over existing ethernet networks.
  Eliminate phone and leased line charges! No need for analog extensions!
• Add Mass Notification Speakers in any building area using LAN/WAN
  Eliminates need to rewire buildings – simply add speakers and/or call boxes.

An IP Mass Notification Paging System is the ONLY way to give real-time, live voice, take-action instructions to people
and the ability to provide information and guidance that can significantly change the outcome of a situation. Being able to accurately broadcast emergency information before, during and after a crisis is critical in protecting life and minimizing chaos/casualties.

Valcom IP Mass Notification Paging Systems offer improved capabilities over Mass Text Messaging, including 2 way audio, paging and remote listen-in monitoring. Audio intercoms used for notification systems can be used with emergency text alerts and other emergency notification. In an effort to improve the chances of a message being delivered in a timely fashion, any mass notification solution should attempt to contact the entire facility using as many communication paths as possible.

Valcom IP Mass Notification Paging Systems offer additional benefits as well.
Notify staff of daily informational or important events. This approach assures that money spent on a new mass notification system provides a value-added service that can be used every day or on occasion as the situation dictates, not just when an emergency occurs.

Crisis situations can happen anywhere. Help is a button press away.